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ABSTRACT

We present a search for helium in the upper atmospheres of three sub-Neptune size planets to investigate the origins of these ubiquitous objects. The detection of helium for a low density planet would be strong evidence for the presence of a primary atmosphere accreted from the protoplanetary nebula because large amounts of helium are not expected in the secondary atmospheres of rocky planets. We used Keck+NIRSPEC to obtain high-resolution transit spectroscopy of the planets GJ 1214b, GJ 9827d, and HD 97658b around the 10.833 Å He triplet feature. We did not detect helium absorption for any of the planets despite achieving a high level of sensitivity. We used the non-detections to set limits on the planets’ thermosphere temperatures and atmospheric loss rates by comparing grids of 1D models to the data. We also performed coupled interior structure and atmospheric loss calculations, which suggest that the bulk atmospheres (winds) of the planets would be at most modestly enhanced (depleted) in helium relative to their primordial composition. Our lack of detections of the helium triplet for GJ 1214b and GJ 9827d are highly inconsistent with the predictions of models for the present day mass loss on these planets. Higher signal-to-noise data would be needed to detect the helium feature predicted for HD 97658b. We identify uncertainties in the EUV fluxes of the host stars and the lack of detailed mass loss models specifically for cool and metal-enhanced atmospheres as the main limitations to the interpretation of our results. Ultimately, our results suggest that the upper atmospheres of sub-Neptune planets are fundamentally different than those of gas giant planets.

Keywords: planets and satellites: atmospheres – planets and satellites: physical evolution – planets and satellites: individual (GJ1214b, GJ9827d, HD97658b)

1. INTRODUCTION

The basic nature of the atmospheres of sub-Neptune size planets, whether they are primary or secondary, is currently a major question in the field of exoplanets. The bimodality of the small planet radius distribution in Kepler data and its dependence on stellar irradiation is strong evidence that these planets have hydrogen-dominated atmospheres accreted from the primordial nebula (e.g., Fulton et al. 2017; Fulton & Petigura 2018; Van Eylen et al. 2018; Owen & Wu 2017). However, it has been difficult to test this hypothesis using direct observations of the atmospheres themselves due to impact of aerosols on transmission spectra and the concomitant challenge of determining precise chemical abundances from low information content data (e.g., Kreidberg et al. 2014; Knutson et al. 2014; Benneke et al. 2019; Tsiaras et al. 2019). Furthermore, even
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if we could determine that these planets’ atmospheres were hydrogen-dominated this would still not be definitive proof that they were accreted from the primordial nebula because hydrogen can be outgassed from the interiors of rocky planets (Elkins-Tanton & Seager 2008; Rogers & Seager 2010b; Rogers et al. 2011; Chachan & Stevenson 2018; Kite et al. 2020).

In this paper we pursue a new way to investigate the atmospheric compositions of the mysterious sub-Neptune size exoplanets. We aimed to detect helium in these planets’ upper atmospheres (i.e., the thermospheres and exospheres) using transmission spectroscopy. The thermosphere of a planet is the outermost bound atmospheric layer, above which is the exosphere and the transition to interplanetary space. The upper atmospheres of close-in exoplanets are expected to be extended due to substantial ongoing atmospheric escape driven by absorption of UV flux from their host stars. The advantage of targeting the thermospheres and exospheres for sub-Neptune size planets is that they should extend to altitudes well above the aerosol layers that blocks transmission spectroscopy observations of their bulk atmospheres. That is, we shouldn’t be blocked from viewing the upper atmospheres by the aerosols that have caused previous transmission spectroscopy observations to yield flat spectra. If helium is present in the atmospheres of these planets then it should be abundant in the thermospheres and exospheres because it is a relatively light species.

Our observations target the 10,833 Å He triplet feature, which has recently emerged as a way to probe the escaping atmospheres of larger planets (Spake et al. 2018; Nortmann et al. 2018; Allart et al. 2018, 2019; Mansfield et al. 2018; Salz et al. 2018; Kreidberg & Oklopčić 2018; Alonso-Floriano et al. 2019; Ninan et al. 2020; Kirk et al. 2020; Gaidos et al. 2020; Palle et al. 2020; Vissapragada et al. 2020; dos Santos et al. 2020). The He triplet feature arises from a metastable transition. It has a strong absorption cross section that compensates for the low density of the upper atmosphere and allows detection even at very low partial pressures. Our idea is similar to searching for hydrogen gas in the upper atmosphere using Lyman-α (Bourrier et al. 2017), but with the advantage that a detection of helium would have a less ambiguous interpretation. The direct detection of helium in the atmosphere of a planet would be the smoking gun evidence for the presence of a primary atmosphere accreted from the primordial nebula. This is because no other formation mechanism (e.g., sublimation of ices or outgassing of rocky material) can give rise to the presence of large quantities of helium in a planetary atmosphere (Elkins-Tanton & Seager 2008). Helium is thus actually a cleaner diagnostic of formation history than the now standard transmission spectroscopy scale height test (Miller-Ricci et al. 2009). Furthermore, the helium infrared triplet that we target doesn’t suffer from absorption by the interstellar medium like Lyman-α.

We present Keck+NIRSPEC transit spectroscopy observations of the sub-Neptune size exoplanets GJ 1214b (Charbonneau et al. 2009), HD 97658b (Howard et al. 2011; Dragonmir et al. 2013), and GJ 9827d (Niraula et al. 2017; Rodriguez et al. 2018) to search for the 10,833 Å He triplet feature. Of these, only GJ 1214b has a previously published result on the He triplet. Using low resolution (R ≈ 500) archival IRTF/Spex observations,
Crossfield et al. (2019) were able to place a modest upper limit of $2.1 R_p$ at 95% confidence for absorption in the line core. Our observations reach much higher sensitivity for this planet due to the higher spectral resolution and signal-to-noise, and the lower levels of systematic noise in our data.

The adopted properties of our targets are given in Table 1 and placed in the context of the population of sub-Neptune size planets in Figure 1. These planets are archetypal intermediate-size planets as they sit squarely in the middle of the degenerate mass-radius space where there are multiple plausible models for their internal structure (e.g., Adams et al. 2008; Rogers & Seager 2010). Our targets were chosen for having the highest expected signal-to-noise for planets in this part of parameter space (formally, planets having $M_p < 10 M_{\oplus}$ and $R_p > 2 R_{\oplus}$) and being observable from Mauna Kea.

GJ 1214b in particular has been the subject of intense scrutiny that has revealed an astonishingly high and opaque aerosol layer that is challenging to explain (Kreidberg et al. 2014; Morley et al. 2015; Gao & Benneke 2018; Adams et al. 2019). HD 97658b has also been observed to have a featureless transmission spectrum (Knutson et al. 2014; Guo et al. 2020). These two planets remain the best targets for transmission spectroscopy observations in this part of the parameter space, and GJ 9827d is not far behind. TESS is not expected to find better planets for this study (Louie et al. 2018; Kempton et al. 2018).

The planets we observed differ in terms of their host stars and system multiplicity, thus providing an interesting comparison set. GJ 1214b orbits an M dwarf, while HD 97658b and GJ 9827d orbit early and late K dwarfs, respectively. Looking at planets orbiting different stellar types is important for this study because both photoevaporative mass loss and the population of the metastable level that gives rise to the 10,833 Å He triplet feature depend on the high-energy irradiation received from the host star. Oklopcic (2019) have suggested that K stars in particular have the ideal balance between extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) and mid-ultraviolet (mid-UV) flux levels. Beyond the stellar hosts, no other planets are known in the GJ 1214 (Gillon et al. 2014) and HD 97658 systems. However, GJ 9827d is part of a system with two other transiting planets on interior orbits. The density of the closest-in planet (planet b) is consistent with being rocky (Prieto-Arranz et al. 2018; Teske et al. 2018; Rice et al. 2019), which is highly suggestive of photoevaporative mass loss from initially volatile-rich worlds. GJ 9827c is between planets b and d, but its mass is poorly constrained.

### Table 1. Adopted physical properties of the targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1214b</td>
<td>planet mass ($M_{\oplus}$)</td>
<td>6.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>planet radius ($R_{\oplus}$)</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stellar mass ($M_{\odot}$)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stellar radius ($R_{\odot}$)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>semi-major axis (AU)</td>
<td>0.01411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>impact parameter</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 97658b</td>
<td>planet mass ($M_{\oplus}$)</td>
<td>7.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>planet radius ($R_{\oplus}$)</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stellar mass ($M_{\odot}$)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stellar radius ($R_{\odot}$)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>semi-major axis (AU)</td>
<td>0.0800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>impact parameter</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 9827d</td>
<td>planet mass ($M_{\oplus}$)</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>planet radius ($R_{\oplus}$)</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stellar mass ($M_{\odot}$)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stellar radius ($R_{\odot}$)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>semi-major axis (AU)</td>
<td>0.05591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>impact parameter</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*Data taken from the TEPCat: https://www.astro.keele.ac.uk/jkt/tepcat/, Southworth (2011)

The paper is laid out as follows. We describe our observations and data analysis in §2 and §3. Since we do not detect the He triplet feature for any of the planets we perform a suite of atmosphere (§4) and interior structure (§5) model calculations to interpret the upper limits from our data. We discuss the implications of our results in §6, and we conclude in §7 with a summary.

## 2. OBSERVATIONS

We observed transits of our targets using the NIRSPEC instrument (McLean et al. 1998) on the Keck II telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. An observing log is given in Table 2. Our program was conducted following the NIRSPEC hardware upgrades described by Martin et al. (2018). We used the 0.432" × 12" slit, which delivers a nominal resolving power $R \approx 25,000$. We used the NIRSPEC-1 (Y-band) filter setting without the optional THIN blocking filter to avoid fringing effects at the recommendation of the Keck instrument scientist. We took observations in a standard ABBA nodding se-
sequence with a throw of 6″. Dark, flat, and arc-lamp calibration frames were taken at the beginning and end of the observation periods.

We observed one transit each of GJ 1214b and HD 97658b, and two transits of GJ 9827d. One additional planned transit observation of HD 97658b in April 2019 was lost due to a telescope shutdown caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. We observed our targets continuously starting well before transit ingress and ending well after transit egress except for minor interruptions due to telescope and software glitches and major interruptions due to bad weather during the HD 97658b transit. For the HD 97658b transit, the dome had to be closed for 97 minutes during ingress and then closed for the night just after mid-transit. Nevertheless, we obtained a series of spectra both before and during transit for HD 97658b, and the data quality for this target is useful due to the very bright host star (\(m_J = 6.2\)) and the large collecting area of the 10 m Keck telescope. The weather conditions were generally clear for the other transits. All observations were taken at airmass values less than 2.0, with most at less than 1.5.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

We analyzed the data for this project using custom routines that have been previously used to reduce ground-based low- and high-resolution spectroscopy data for atmospheric studies and radial velocity measurements (Bean et al. 2010a,b, 2011). The routines were originally written in IDL and were ported to Python, version 3.7, for this project. In addition to our own data, we also reduced the Keck+NIRSPEC WASP-107b data described in Kirk et al. (2020) as a check of our pipeline. This planet was the first to show the helium feature, and the feature has been detected for most at less than 1.5.

### Table 2. Log of observations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>UT Date</th>
<th>Exposure Time (s)</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Airmass</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Seeing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1214b</td>
<td>2019 August 21 05:42 → 09:08</td>
<td>140,160</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1.03 → 1.12 → 1.64</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td>0.6″</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 9827d</td>
<td>2019 October 26 04:59 → 10:02</td>
<td>150, 250, 500</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.37 → 1.07 → 1.35</td>
<td>cloudy in first 1/3</td>
<td>0.8″</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2019 November 26 05:07 → 08:48</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1.08 → 1.16 → 1.66</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td>0.9″</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 97658b</td>
<td>2020 February 06 08:18 → 08:45, 10:22 → 11:05</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1.91 → 1.66, 1.16 → 1.07</td>
<td>variable heavy clouds</td>
<td>1.2″</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Processing the calibration frames** – Our NIRSPEC data reduction starts with creating a master dark image for the flat field exposures by averaging exposures taken with a cold blank in the filter wheel blocking the light path. The dark frames were obtained using the same exposure time as the flat fields. We then subtracted this master dark image from the flat field exposures to remove the signals from the bias (pedestal) and dark currents. The flat field exposures were then averaged to create a single master flat field image. We removed the spectroscopic signature from the master flat for each order considered by averaging the rows in the cross dispersion direction, applying a median filter to smooth the data, fitting a high order polynomial, and then dividing out the fit. We then normalized the flat by dividing by the median of all the illuminated pixels in an order. In most of the averaging steps we used iterative outlier rejection with cutoffs ranging from three to five standard deviations. We created an initial bad pixel mask from the flat normalization process that was later used in the spectral extraction.

**Processing the science frames** – The science frames were first processed by subtracting the closest-in-time opposite nod pair frame taken with the same exposure length. This simultaneously removed the bias and dark currents, and the sky background (both continuum and emission line). Telluric emission lines can be a pernicious problem for data taken with fiber-fed spectrographs to search for the helium feature because the source and background are scrambled and the spatial information is lost (e.g., Ninan et al. 2020; Palle et al. 2020). Our slit-fed observations sacrifice stability (see later in this section) but make accurate sky subtraction straightforward.

After subtracting the nod pairs we divided the science frames by a normalized flat field. Then we traced the orders and used an optimal extraction algorithm (Horne 1986) to extract 1D spectra from the images. Our optimal extraction algorithm uses a spatial profile weighting that is determined from the data and includes iterative identification and masking of bad pixels and cosmic rays. We used an aperture radius of 10 pixels around the center of the spectral trace for the extraction, and we ver-
Figure 2. Example telluric correction around the 10,833 Å feature using Molecfit. The continuum normalized GJ 1214 spectrum is shown prior to (black) and post correction (blue) in the rest frame of the observatory. The Molecfit best-fit transmission curve – the correction function for telluric absorption – is shown in dashed green. The gray region is used to correct instrumental drift between frames and is notably free of significant telluric features that could compromise the cross-correlation technique. Red dashed vertical lines indicate where the line center positions of the helium triplet would be at mid-transit for planet b in this reference frame.

Figure 3. Drift correction for GJ 1214b data. The cross-correlated shift in km s$^{-1}$ for each frame from the first frame is plotted as a function of phase. Care was taken in picking the wavelength region to perform the cross-correlation on to be near the helium feature but avoid potential contamination from residual telluric features and planetary features.

ified that the results did not depend on our choice for this parameter.

**Wavelength calibration** – To provide an initial wavelength calibration of the data, we used a second order polynomial to fit the positions of emission lines bracketing the 10,833 Å feature along each order in nightly NeArXeKr arc-lamps exposures, with six lines in order 70 and five lines in order 71. We did this separately for the A and B nod positions but we found that this wasn’t necessary because the slit is well aligned with the columns on the detector. As a reminder, even though these data are from ground-based observations, the wavelengths are measured in vacuo because the detector is in a cryo-vacuum dewar. Contrary to Kirk et al. (2020), we did not find that our initial wavelength solution based on the arc lamp data had any obvious distortions. During this step we also confirmed that the data have a resolution R $\approx$ 25,000 by measuring the width of the arc lamp lines.

**Removing telluric absorption lines** – Following Kirk et al. (2020), we ran Molecfit (Smotte et al. 2015; Kausch et al. 2015) separately for the two orders in each frame to remove telluric absorption lines. We did this before applying barycentric corrections to the wave-length scale because the telluric features appear in the rest frame of the observatory. We found that by-hand identification of clean telluric feature regions was necessary to optimize the Molecfit model parameters. The exact number of clean telluric features varied by target. For example, we fit 13 features in order 70 and 8 features in order 71 in the GJ1214b dataset to optimize the model parameters.

We allowed the H$_2$O abundance to vary and assumed the nominal values of the CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ abundances. Molecfit divided out the best-fit telluric model determined for each order and frame. An example spectrum before and after telluric correction for GJ 1214 is shown in Figure 2. We found, as expected, that the coincidental overlap of telluric absorption features (in the Earth frame) and the helium triplet feature (in the system frame) was different for each planet and observation due to differences in the systemic velocities and the motion of the observatory along the line of sight.

**Correcting for radial velocity shifts** – After the telluric correction, we applied shifts to the wavelength scales of each frame to put them in the rest frames of the corresponding systems (i.e., accounting for the motion of the observatory relative to the barycenter of the systems). The adopted systemic velocities used for this correction are given in Table 3. Note that there is a sign error for the radial velocity of the GJ1214 system given by Charbonneau et al. (2009). The correct systemic velocity should be +21.3 km s$^{-1}$ (i.e., the star is moving...
Table 3. Adopted ephemerides for the targeted planets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1214b</td>
<td>$P$ (d)</td>
<td>1.58040417 ± 0.00000016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillon et al. (2014)</td>
<td>$T_{c1}$ (BJD$_{TBD}$)</td>
<td>2454980.7490 ± 0.00010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berta et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Transit Duration (hr)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charbonneau et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Systemic Velocity (km/s)</td>
<td>+21.1 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 9827d</td>
<td>$P$ (d)</td>
<td>6.20147 ± 0.00006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice et al. (2019)</td>
<td>$T_{c1}$ (BJD$_{TBD}$)</td>
<td>2457740.9612 ± 0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speraskas et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Transit Duration (hr)</td>
<td>1.22 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic Velocity (km/s)</td>
<td>+32.1 ± 0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 97658b</td>
<td>$P$ (d)</td>
<td>9.489295 ± 0.000005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. (2020)</td>
<td>$T_{c1}$ (BJD$_{TBD}$)</td>
<td>2456361.8069 ± 0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Grootel et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Transit Duration (hr)</td>
<td>2.85 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaia Collaboration (2018)</td>
<td>Systemic Velocity (km/s)</td>
<td>-1.579 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Excess absorption around the 10,833 Å feature for WASP-107b. The Kirk et al. (2020) result for order 70 in the planet rest frame is plotted in gray. Our combined result for orders 70 and 71 is plotted in blue. The vertical red lines indicate the line centers for the helium triplet feature.

We noticed that the time series of spectra for each observation do not match up perfectly after ostensibly putting them in the system rest frame, which we attribute to a combination of variations in the illumination of the entrance slit and instability of the spectrograph optics. We corrected for this effect by cross correlating the spectra against the first spectrum taken during each observation and then shifting the spectra according to the measured values. An example of the drift in the spectra during the GJ 1214b observation is given in Figure 3. The typical rms of the offset in the timeseries is 1.3 km s$^{-1}$, which corresponds to 0.46 pixels.

3.2. Creation of the transmission spectrum

Our final analysis step was to create transmission spectra of the planets by looking for excess absorption around the helium feature during the transits. We calculated a master out-of-transit spectrum by taking the weighted mean of the continuum normalized spectra with the data labeled according to the ephemerides given in Table 3. For the targets of this study (i.e., the ones we observed) we assumed data during ingress and egress were in transit, but for WASP-107b we used the exact frames that Kirk et al. (2020) identified in their analysis for direct comparison. Note that the handful of frames that were obtained during telescope or software glitches were excluded from our analysis.

Individual transmission spectra for each planet were calculated as $T = 1 - F_{in}/F_{out}$ for each in transit spectrum. In this convention for the transmission spectrum the continuum is around zero and excess planetary absorption gives positive numbers. These individual transmission spectra were then shifted into the planet’s rest frame according to the planetary orbital motion as calculable from Tables 1 and 3 before co-adding to make a single planetary transmission spectrum.

This data processing was performed independently for NIRSPEC orders 70 and 71. The two resulting transmission spectra for each data set were then resampled...
Helium in sub-Neptunes

Figure 5. Measured transmission spectra for our targets compared to models. The observed data are shown as grey points with errors. Representative models (see §4) are overplotted as the orange, red, and magenta lines. The color coding corresponds to models represented by the positions of the circles in the parameter space maps in Figures 8, 9, and 10. The orange lines corresponds to the nominal models for each planet based on the calculations of Salz et al. (2016). All example models shown have a solar helium abundance. The green dashed lines indicate the telluric transmission spectra shifted into the rest frame of each stellar system. The black dashed line indicates the standard deviation of the data around the helium feature.

Prior to averaging, the data in order 71 had lower signal-to-noise and larger residuals because \textit{Molecfit} had more trouble fitting the tellurics in that order as
compared to order 70. Some nights are also better than others in terms of telluric absorption. For example, the second night for GJ 9827d yielded higher signal-to-noise data and cleaner residuals from the telluric correction due to less telluric variability. Our weighted combination of the order 70 and 71 data accounted for the differences in signal-to-noise, and we used the second dataset for GJ 9827d to constrain our atmospheric models (see §4).

As another test for helium absorption, we plotted the time series of data in the system barycenter frame relative to the master out-of-transit spectrum and searched for signals that were not perfectly centered on the transits. Spectral absorption from the upper atmospheres of transiting planets do not have to correspond to the white light transit of the bulk planet. For example, GJ 436b shows a long tail of neutral hydrogen absorption at Lyman-\(\alpha\) (Ehrenreich et al. 2015), and Kirk et al. (2020) found that the helium absorption from WASP-107b began after ingress and continued after egress. Figure 6 shows the time-series data for GJ 1214b with the expected trace due to the planet’s orbital motion. Neither GJ 1214b nor any of the other planets in our sample showed evidence for a signal not centered on the transit.

4. ATMOSPHERE MODELING

We used the obtained transmission spectra around the He 10,833 Å absorption signal to constrain the atmospheric properties of GJ 1214b, HD 97658b, and GJ 9827d. Using methods similar to those described in Oklopcic & Hirata (2018) and Mansfield et al. (2018), we modeled the upper atmosphere of each planet as a spherically symmetric hydrogen-helium envelope extending to altitudes of several planetary radii (up to the Roche radius of the system). The assumed atmospheric density profile was that of an isothermal Parker wind, in which the atmosphere is close to hydrostatic at low altitudes, but has a radial velocity component, increasing with altitude. An isothermal Parker wind model has two free parameters, the temperature of the upper atmosphere (thermosphere) and the density normalization, which can be linked to the atmospheric mass-loss rate and thus measures the total mass escaping from the planet per unit time.

We perform radiative transfer calculations for each model atmosphere to obtain non-local thermodynamic equilibrium populations (as functions of altitude) of neutral and ionized hydrogen, and helium atoms in the ground, the metastable (\(2^3S\)), and the (singly) ionized state. For GJ 1214 and HD 97658, we use the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of these stars obtained from the MUSCLES survey (France et al. 2016; Youngblood et al. 2016; Loyd et al. 2016). For GJ 9827, we reconstruct the EUV part of the spectrum using the observed Ly-\(\alpha\) flux (Carleo et al., submitted) and the scaling relations from Linsky et al. (2014): the spectrum at longer wavelengths is modeled after the MUSCLES spectrum of HD 85512, a star of the same spectral type as GJ 9827. The estimated EUV fluxes incident on the planets are shown in Figure 7. More details on the radiative trans-

Figure 6. Excess absorption around the 10,833 Å feature for GJ 1214b through time. The excess absorption for order 70 is plotted in rest frame of the system barycenter as a function of phase. The horizontal lines indicate first and fourth contact of the transit. The dashed lines indicate the expected trace of the helium triplet lines due to the planet’s orbital motion.

Figure 7. Stellar flux at the orbital distance of each planet used in our atmospheric modeling. The SEDs of GJ 1214 and HD 97658 were obtained from the MUSCLES survey (France et al. 2016). The SED of GJ 9827 is modeled after a MUSCLES spectrum of a star of the same spectral type, with the EUV part reconstructed based on the Ly-\(\alpha\) observations by Carleo et al. (submitted).
fer methods, including various reaction rate coefficients used in our calculations, can be found in Oklopcic & Hirata (2018).

Using the obtained 1D density profile of metastable helium and assuming a spherically symmetric planetary atmosphere, we computed a mid-transit transmission spectrum at wavelengths around 10,833 Å for a grid of model atmospheres for each planet. Each grid spans a broad range of values in thermospheric temperature (2,000 – 8,000 K) and mass-loss rates (10^6 – 10^{11} g s^{-1}). Our nominal model grid assumed roughly solar composition (10% helium number fraction) because this is the expected composition of the wind (see §5 and 6). We also calculated model grids for GJ 1214b with the helium fraction by number ranging from 5% to 20%, i.e. from subsolar to supersolar values, to explore how changing the helium abundance in the wind would impact our results.

By treating the properties of the Parker wind as free parameters, we acknowledge the current lack of understanding of how the properties of planetary winds depend on a whole range of planetary and stellar properties. Thus, we avoid making (potentially unfounded) assumptions about the wind properties. Alternatively, we could have assumed that the mass-loss rate is related to the planet’s size and stellar EUV flux through the energy-limited formula. However, that would require us to assume a heating efficiency, which is unknown. Furthermore, the energy-limited approximation ignores a range of potentially important aspects of the problem, such as the existence of a planetary magnetic field or the interaction with the stellar wind, which are also unconstrained. By keeping the wind parameters free, we are being as agnostic as possible about all these issues. Basically, the main assumption that we make is related to the range of the parameter space that we explore. But, we compensate for that by exploring a wide range of mass-loss rates and temperatures around the values predicted by the results from the literature (Salz et al. 2016, and see §6).

We compared each simulated spectrum to the data to determine which parts of model parameter space could be excluded by our non-detection of the helium feature. To do this we first transformed the transmission models into their equivalent excess absorption. Then we broadened the models to the R = 25,000 instrumental response and resampled them to the wavelengths of the combined (order 70 and 71) observed data set. We then identified the optimal window around the 10,833 Å feature for each model by maximizing the cumulative distribution function of the model absorption (defined at each pixel point) over the standard deviation of the observed data (defined in a constant ±1.5 Å region around the feature). The window was centered on the middle of the two stronger lines of the triplet feature to maximize the contrast. The observed data region to use for testing the models was thus chosen as a compromise between sampling the true spread in the data assuming the null hypothesis and retaining information in the relevant region assuming the contrary. Following the optimization of the test window, the corresponding (maximal) rejection of the model given the data was found by its relation to the cumulative distribution function.

Figure 8 shows the map of the statistical deviation from our data for the GJ 1214b model grids. As expected, the strength of the triplet feature is strongly correlated with the helium abundance in the wind. Therefore our non-detection rules out a larger part of the parameter space for high helium abundances, but is correspondingly less constraining for lower helium abundances. Figures 9 and 10 show the same maps for solar composition model grids for GJ 9827d and HD 97658b, respectively. We compared our model grid to the second observation of GJ 9827d because it was the higher quality dataset of the two we obtained.

Notably, the contours for GJ 1214b in Figure 8 reverse direction at high mass loss rates. This is because at a fixed temperature and at relatively low mass loss rate, increasing the rate increases the overall density, and consequently, the density of the metastable helium, which causes stronger absorption. However, after reaching a certain mass-loss rate value, the atmospheric density becomes so high that the EUV photons (which ionize helium and thus populate the metastable state) cannot penetrate all the way to the bottom of the atmosphere, so the lowest atmospheric layers become more and more depleted of metastable helium as the product of the mass-loss rate, and thus density, increases.

5. INTERIOR STRUCTURE MODELING

Fractionation between different chemical species could lead to atmospheric loss with a wind composition that is different from the bulk of the envelope. The planets in our sample are expected to be in the hydrodynamic mass loss regime where the large-scale loss of hydrogen drags heavier species along (Salz et al. 2016, and see §6). Nevertheless, diffusive separation that takes place between the homopause (where the atmosphere is no longer expected to be well-mixed due to eddy diffusion) and the sonic point (where the flow composition becomes fixed) can reduce the amount of heavier species that are present in the wind. Helium is at risk of fractionation because it is four times heavier than the atomic hydrogen that makes up the bulk of the wind. For example, the
Figure 8. Map showing the statistical significance of the deviation from a good fit for the comparison of the models to our observations of GJ 1214b, as a function of the thermospheric temperature and mass loss rate. The different panels represent different abundances of helium in the wind as labeled at the top of each plot (values are given in percent by number). Regions of parameter space that fall outside the bounds of the Salz et al. (2016) simulations for a range of close-in planets are not plotted. The orange, red, and magenta stars represent the parameters of models shown in Figure 5, each filled with their respective significance. The orange star corresponds to the nominal planet-specific predictions of Salz et al. (2016).

energy-limited escape of hydrogen from modern Earth is incapable of pulling along helium and other heavy species (Catling & Kasting 2017). Mass fractionation in a hydrodynamic wind is enhanced for lower temperatures and lower mass-loss rates.

Hu et al. (2015) suggested that mass-dependent fractionation could lead to preferential loss of hydrogen and a corresponding enhancement in helium abundance in the bulk atmospheres of Neptune-size planets. If our targets are in a regime where the relative abundance of helium in their bulk was increasing, it would necessarily mean that the winds are actually depleted in helium, thus making our observation more difficult.

We performed coupled interior structure and atmospheric mass loss calculations to explore this phenomenon and provide further context for the non-detection of helium in the upper atmospheres of our targets. In this modeling, we consider a scenario where the planets consist of an Earth composition rocky core surrounded by a primordial hydrogen-helium envelope. By matching interior structure models to the observed characteristics of GJ1214b, HD97658b, and GJ9827d, we can constrain the planetary envelope fractions and predict the hydrogen and helium mass loss rates as a boundary condition for the atmosphere models. Furthermore, we can show how the bulk envelope fractions
When the incident EUV radiation on a planet is extremely high the escaping wind is transonic and increases in incident flux do not drive further escape. Instead, the deposited energy is converted into translational and thermal energy in the atmosphere. To account for this we included the reduction factor from Johnson et al. (2013). This reduction factor reduces the mass loss rate when the incident EUV heating rate is above the critical heating rate of the planet. This results in the relatively constant mass loss rates shown in Figure 11. From early evolution to their present ages, the reduction factors of GJ 1214b, HD 97658b, and GJ 9827d range from 1000 to 50, 20 to no reduction (1), and 100 to 20, respectively. The early evolution reduction factors are quite large in the case of these planets due to their small orbital separations and the exponential decrease of EUV flux as their host stars evolve (Sanz-Forcada et al. 2011).

We parameterized our grid of models as follows. The planetary masses, orbital separations, and host star characteristics were taken from Table 1. For each planet, we ran a grid with varying values for the EUV heating efficiency factor (\(\eta\)), initial envelope mass fraction, homopause temperature, and masses. All models started with an initial solar composition (\(X = 0.74, Y = 0.24, Z = 0.02\)), and evolved from a ‘hot-start’ to 10 Gyr. After 6.0 Myr of evolution, hydrodynamic mass loss was turned on. All other model parameters are identical to the full model description in Malsky & Rogers (2020).

We define the planetary radius to be at 1.0 mbar, roughly the pressure level corresponding to the observed transit radii (Miller et al. 2009). MESA does not calculate atmospheric structure down to these low pressures. Therefore, we extrapolate from the outermost zone in our models, assuming an isothermal temperature profile and constant values for gravity and the mean molecular mass.

The planet envelope has constant elemental abundances throughout each zone modeled in MESA. Mass is lost via a wind at the homopause radius. We defined the homopause radius as the location where the H-He binary diffusion coefficient is equal to the eddy diffusion coefficient. In general, the homopause radius is approximately 25% to 60% larger than the transit radius, with larger differences for smaller-mass planets with lower surface gravity. Our assumption that the wind is launched at the homopause is somewhat inconsistent with the predictions of the location of the thermosphere for our targets by Salz et al. (2016), who suggest that the \(\tau = 1\) level for high-energy photons is at radii < 1.1 \(R_p\). However, this shouldn’t have a strong impact on our results because the sonic points for the
Figure 11. Hydrogen and helium mass loss rates (top row), as well as bulk envelope compositions (bottom row) for GJ 1214b, HD 97658b, and GJ 9827d. These models have initial envelope fractions of 0.022, 0.0063, and 0.003, respectively. At 10 Gyr, the models for GJ 1214b and HD 97658b had radii consistent with their currently measured values (see Table 1). We were unable to simulate GJ 9827d for 10 Gyr due to extreme envelope depletion. However, the model evolved to match the present-day radius of this planet by 3 Gyr. All models had homopause temperatures of 3,000 K and heating efficiency factors of $\eta = 0.10$.

Planets all occur at much larger radii ($> 3 R_p$). We adopt a nominal homopause temperature of 3,000 K for all the planets to be consistent with the predictions of Salz et al. (2016).

Figure 11 shows the mass loss rates and bulk envelope evolution of three models, with radii matched for our individual targets. We find that the bulk atmospheric composition of GJ 1214b does not change significantly from its initial solar abundance when evolved with hydrodynamic mass loss. In order to achieve the observed radius, the GJ 1214b model requires an envelope approximately 0.81-0.96% of the total planet mass (depending on the system’s uncertain age of 3 – 10 Gyr, Charbonneau et al. 2009), which precludes the bulk composition of the envelope from becoming significantly enhanced in helium. This result is robust against variations in age, homopause temperature, and planet mass.

HD 97658b and GJ 9827d have small enough transit radii that the bulk compositions of their envelopes may change through hydrodynamic mass loss. In particular, HD 97658b may have a bulk envelope composition that is modestly enhanced in helium if it has been subject to fractionated mass loss over billions of years. For the model shown in Figure 11, 56% of the envelope mass was lost, and the envelope helium number fraction increased from 0.075 to 0.168 over 10 Gyr. However, Henry et al. (2011) estimated the age of the HD 97658 system to be $\lesssim 7$ Gyr using three different indicators, including their measurement of 38.5 days for the rotation period of the host star. Guo et al. (2020) found a shorter rotation period of 34 days and also an activity cycle of 9.6 yr, which both point to even younger ages. Therefore, the two times enhancement (depletion) of helium for the bulk (wind) of this planet is likely an overestimate because the fractionation is expected to ramp up toward later...
Helium in sub-Neptunes

6. DISCUSSION

The key question for this paper is, what can the non-detections of the helium feature tell us about the atmospheric properties of sub-Neptune size planets? Our coupled interior structure and atmospheric mass loss calculations indicate that the compositions of the bulk atmospheres of these planets shouldn’t be significantly altered from their original state. Therefore, our targets will have helium abundances roughly corresponding to the solar value in their bulk and winds if sub-Neptune size planets accrete primary atmospheres during formation. While helium-enhanced winds would be more detectable, our observations for GJ 1214b and GJ 9827d were sensitive to upper atmospheres with solar composition for a wide range of temperatures and mass loss rates. Thus the question becomes, what temperatures and mass loss rates were expected for these planets?

Salz et al. (2016) presented planet-specific simulations of atmospheric escape for GJ 1214b and HD 97658b using a coupled 1D radiative-hydrodynamical simulation code. They predict thermosphere temperatures of approximately 2,500 and 3,500 K and mass loss rates of $5 \times 10^9$ and $3 \times 10^9$ g s$^{-1}$ for these two planets, respectively. Since these predictions are so similar, and because all three planets have comparable incident EUV fluxes (see Figure 7) and physical parameters (see Figure 1), we take average values of $T = 3,000$ K and $M = 4 \times 10^8$ g s$^{-1}$ as nominal predictions for all the planets for the sake of simplicity. The models indicated by the solid orange lines and dots in Figures 5, 8 – 10, and 13 correspond to this nominal set of parameters. The red and magenta models correspond to changing the temperature or mass loss rate by an illustrative amount from this point in parameter space.

Note that the mass loss rates predicted by Salz et al. (2016) are higher than those predicted by our own calculations that were presented in §5 by about a factor of four. This is probably due to our adoption of a low efficiency factor, while Salz et al. (2016) self consistently account for the physics that is captured in this term. Higher mass loss rates would reduce the fractionation between hydrogen and helium, thus supporting our assumption that the winds of our targets should be roughly solar composition if they originally began with primary atmospheres.

As can be seen in the figures, the nominal predictions of Salz et al. (2016) and the surrounding parameter space can be ruled out for GJ 1214b and GJ 9827d at high confidence. The results for HD 97658b are less constraining due to a combination of an unfavorable planet-to-star radius ratio, poor observing conditions limiting the signal-to-noise of the data, and the telluric contamination that is endemic to ground-based observations. Further observations of this target would be useful.

We place our measurements in the context of other planets with published helium detections and upper limits in Figure 12. Following Nortmann et al. (2018), this figure plots the “equivalent height” of the absorbing atmosphere normalized by the scale height of the bulk atmosphere as a function of the high-energy instellation of the planets (“FluxXEUV”, $\lambda = 5 – 504$ Å). The measurements for our planets are tabulated in Table 4. The equivalent height of the absorbing atmosphere measurements we quote are 90% confidence upper limits. This confidence limit was estimated by taking the median maximum transit depth of models for each planet that were inconsistent with the data at the approximately 1.65$\sigma$ level. We used the maximum transit depth of the models at their native (full) resolution because our relatively low-resolution observations ($R = 25k$ when $R > 50k$ is more typical for these observations) will make a given transit depth appear shallower, thus reducing the apparent height of the atmosphere from the true value. The results in Figure 12 for GJ 1214b and GJ 9827d do not follow the correlation that is seen for larger planets between the high-energy instellation and the normalized...
Table 4. Atmospheric constraints for our targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>∆D (%)</th>
<th>δRp (km)</th>
<th>Heq (km)</th>
<th>δRp/Heq</th>
<th>FluxXEUV (W m⁻²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GJ 1214b</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ 9827d</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>3,917</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD 97658b</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>13,426</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Measurements are 90% confidence (1.645σ) upper limits.

b Determined by integrating our stellar models from 5 to 504 Å. We conservatively estimate that these values are accurate to within a factor of three.

Figure 12. Equivalent height of the absorbing atmosphere as a function of high-energy instellation (λ = 5 – 504 Å) for planets with helium feature detections and upper limits. The equivalent height of the absorbing atmosphere (δRp) is normalized by the scale height of the bulk atmosphere (Heq). This metric was originally proposed by Nortmann et al. (2018). The black points with errors are measurements taken from the literature. The GJ 3470b data are from Palle et al. (2020), and the rest are from the compilation of dos Santos et al. (2020). The red points are measurements for our sub-Neptune targets. The arrows represent 90% confidence upper limits.

height of the helium absorption. This suggests that the upper atmospheres of our targets are fundamentally different than those of giant planets.

The lack of a detection and the limits we can set for three similar planets that orbit stars with a range of high-energy fluxes points to a problem with at least one fundamental assumption in our chain of hypotheses about the upper atmospheres of sub-Neptune planets. One possible explanation for the mismatch between the model predictions and the data is that the models are inaccurate. We previously showed that the combination of the Salz et al. (2016) and Oklopčić & Hirata (2018) models perfectly reproduced observations of helium absorption in the Neptune-sized exoplanet HAT-P-11b (Mansfield et al. 2018). However, the predictions of the temperature and escape rate in the Salz et al. (2016) model, and the population of the metastable level that gives rise to the helium feature in the Oklopčić (2019) model both depend on the input stellar spectra in the EUV range. The EUV flux is usually reconstructed from the observed X-ray or UV fluxes, which are not precisely established for our targets or HAT-P-11b (Loyd et al. 2016). Oklopčić (2019, see her Figure 7) has shown that reasonable variations in how the stellar EUV spectrum is reconstructed can lead to factor of three differences in the strength of the helium feature.

Figure 13 shows the result of changing the input stellar spectra in our radiative transfer calculations by almost an order of magnitude, which is the typical level of uncertainty in the reconstructed EUV spectral energy distributions (Youngblood et al. 2019; Drake et al. 2020). Salz et al. (2016) estimate that the uncertainties in the stellar fluxes generally lead to factor of three uncertainties in the mass-loss rates. Therefore, we also changed the mass loss rate by a factor of three along with the stellar EUV flux in these test calculations. Even in the low EUV flux case, which produces the weakest He absorption signal, the predicted signal is ruled out by the observations at 4σ confidence. Nevertheless, this test shows that good characterization of the high-energy fluxes of stellar host stars are essential for understanding atmospheric loss in the sub-Neptune regime.

Another reason why our models might be inaccurate is that the lower temperatures of our sub-Neptune planets could impact the composition of their thermospheres. Both the Salz et al. (2016) and Oklopčić & Hirata (2018) models assume that all the hydrogen is in atomic form. This is likely a safe assumption for HAT-P-11b, where the thermosphere temperature was predicted to be ~7,000 K at the radial distance from the planet probed by the helium feature. In contrast, the thermosphere temperatures of our targets (~3,000 K) are around the point that a significant amount of hy-
Figure 13. The transmission spectrum of GJ 1214b compared to models using different stellar EUV flux levels. The data for GJ 1214b are plotted as grey points with errors. The black dashed line indicates the standard deviation of the data around the He feature. The solid orange model is created utilizing the fiducial model (T = 3,000 K, log $\dot{\text{M}}$ = 9.6) and the nominal stellar EUV flux. The dashed line model was created utilizing a factor of three less EUV flux and a lower mass loss rate of log $\dot{\text{M}}$ = 9.1. The dotted model was created utilizing a factor of three more EUV flux and a higher mass loss rate of log $\dot{\text{M}}$ = 10.1. The fiducial and high stellar EUV flux models are ruled out at very high confidence, while the lower stellar EUV flux model is ruled out at 4$\sigma$ confidence.

drogen could be in its molecular form. The presence of molecules will reduce the escape rate because heavier chemical species will have lower thermal velocities for a given temperature.

Salz et al. (2016) describe a test calculation for GJ 1214b where they include molecule formation. They quote H$_2$ abundances of 10 – 25% throughout the thermosphere of the planet, and corresponding reductions in the mass loss rate of 15%. This level of uncertainty in the mass loss rate is not significant for our work. Also, it is not clear if their calculations include the impact of molecular diffusion, which will cause the heavier H$_2$ to preferentially settle out, thus reducing its impact on the atmospheric escape. Nevertheless, more sophisticated models are needed to understand atmospheric mass loss in the low temperature and low surface gravity regime of sub-Neptune size planets.

Finally, the possibility that these planets have metal-rich atmospheres cannot be ruled out. Such atmospheres would have lower helium abundances, which reduces the strength of the helium feature (see Figure 8). Also, having more metals in the thermosphere could increase the cooling efficiency, thus leading to lower temperatures that will reduce the mass loss rate. We are not aware of any papers that study the details of atmospheric mass loss specifically for thick, metal-rich atmospheres. Hopefully our observational results motivate work in this area.

7. SUMMARY

To summarize, we set upper limits on the presence of the helium infrared triplet in high resolution transmission spectra of the sub-Neptune size planets GJ 1214b, HD 97658b, and GJ 9827d. The nominal predictions of models for GJ 1214b and GJ 9827d are inconsistent with our non-detections at high significance if we assume these planets were born with primary atmospheres. These findings are somewhat robust (more so for GJ 1214b than GJ 9827d) to uncertainties in the expected temperatures, mass loss rates, and helium abundances of the planets’ winds, and the EUV fluxes of their host stars. The results for these two planets are also inconsistent with the emerging trend of the detection of large helium features in giant planets with modest to large high-energy instellation. The data quality for HD 97658b was insufficient to detect the nominal model predictions due to the observations being obtained in poor conditions. More sophisticated models for the atmospheric evolution of cool, metal-rich atmospheres are needed to interpret these results. More precise characterization of the stellar EUV fluxes would also be valuable.
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